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Apeman c420 manual

Advertising ♫ Go to page 2 of 9 ad thank you for your post! * Your assessment is very important to improve the work of artificial intelligence that makes up the content of this project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 page 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 o: Does the police camera record the sound? A: Yes, play audio from the menu to record the sound. You can also press the down button to turn off the audio in settings. Q: How is battery
life? A: A police camera has a small battery capacity, which can last about 15 minutes without power supply. Q: What is the screen size? A: The C420 is equipped with a 2.0'TFT-LCD screen. Q: Does this camera have a playback feature? A: Yes, you can view the registry in playback mode. You'll find a lock mark on the screen if the video is locked. Q: What happens if the 32GB SD card storage gets full? A:
When you turn on the loop recording function, the previous files will be overplayed when the SD card is full. You can change the interval time to record the loop in settings (periodic record). Q: Does the screen stay in place while driving? A: A dash camera screen is set to one minute by default. In other words, the display is turned off after one minute. You can change the interval time in the setup system -
the screensaver. Q: How to transfer files to a computer? A: Use the micro SD card reader or original USB cable to connect a police camera to your computer, choose the large storage capacity on the camera screen, and then view the files on your computer. Q: The screen prompts please format the memory card, but have already introduced a small SD card? A: Please check if the SD card has been
formatted in a police camera or your computer. If the problem persists, you probably need to change it with a new class 32GB 10 premium SD card. Q: When driving, the whistle police camera will clear up and the lamp icon appears on the screen. What does it mean and how can I stop it? A: It's a headlights warning function, which means the dim light in the front has reached a certain degree. Therefore,
this device will make a notice and show the flashing icon. Please turn it off in headlight warning settings. Q: Should the police camera cameras always be on charging to keep recording? A: Generally, a police camera must be charged all the time. A police camera can turn on the recording and start recording as soon as the vibration or impact is detected, even when the engine is turned off. But the 24/7
parking control function requires a set of solid wires to ensure a continuous power supply. Q: How many minutes of registration will the SD card keep? A: The C420 can register for 2 hours with a 32 GB SD card. Running loop recording mode, it will overwrite previous files when it gets a full SD card, and expect locked files. We suggest setting g-sensor for low sensitivity. Q: What is the approved temperature
range for this dash camera? A: A police camera can carry a temperature of -10 to 60 degrees Celsius (14°F-140°F). Q: Can this camera record what's going on inside the car to An Uber driver? A: Yes. Allows a 360° rotation mountain. Q: What is the operating voltage? A: We suggest a 12V-24V DC power system. Q: How to format an SD card? A: You can format the SD card in the camera menu, or format
the SD card on your computer. Q: What does video lock mean? A: This dash camera has a G-sensor function, which means it automatically saves footage when a collision or accident occurs, preventing authentic video sources from typing up. Warm tips:1. Do not unscrew your overlapping police camera to avoid damaging its internal components.2 Do not detect a police camera under high temperature for
a long time. 3. Please make sure that the dash cam is turned off before connecting/off the SD card. 4. Please use a lens cleaner or professional tools to clean the lens. 5. Repair a police camera where visibility is not blocked, such as near by the rear view mirror. 6. Please download the important video to the computer in time, preventing the video is covered by the mode recording loop. 7. Spare mini USB
port is not available for charging. 8. Press the power button for about 3s to turn on a dash cam. 9. Press the menu button twice and locate the format. 10. Press long the menu button/mode to switch modes. 11. If the camera is still running even after the engine is turned off, you need to press for a long time the power button to turn it off. Go to main content video get free delivery with Amazon Prime
members enjoy free delivery and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, and original audio series, Kindle wrote. Recently presented items and recommendations for distinctive recommendations
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